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ABSTRACT

Let M be a 2-torsion free semiprime -ring satisfying the condition abc = abc,  a, b, c  M
and ,   . Let U be an admissible Lie ideal of M that is, uu  U, u  U,    and
U ̷ Z(M), the centre of M. If d : M M is an additive mapping such that d is a Jordan derivation
on U of M, then d is a derivation on U.

Keywords: Derivation, Jordan derivation, Lie ideal, admissible Lie ideal, -ring,
semiprime -ring

1. Introduction

Let M and  be additive abelian groups. If there is a mapping MMM 
(sending ),,( yx  into )yx such that

• zxyxzyxyxyxyxzyzxzyx   =)(,=)(,=)(

• Mzyxzyxzyx  ,,),(=)(  and  ,

then M is called a -ring. This concept is more general than a ring and was introduced
by Barnes [3]. A -ring M is called a prime -ring if 0=,, bMaMba  implies

0=a or 0=b and M is called semiprime if 0=aMa  (with Ma ) implies 0=a .
A -ring M is 2-torsion free if 0=2a implies .0,= Maa  For any Myx , and

 , we denote the commutator xyyx   by ],[ yx An additive subgroup MU 
is said to be a Lie ideal of M if whenever MmUu  , and  , then Umu ],[ .

In the main results of this article we assume that the Lie ideal U verifies
  ,, UuUuu . A Lie ideal of this type is called a square closed Lie ideal.

Furthermore, if the Lie ideal U is square closed and ⊈ ( ), where )(MZ denotes the

center of M then U is called an admissible Lie ideal of M . Let M be a -ring. An
additive mapping MMd : is a derivation if )()(=)( bdabadbad   and a Jordan

derivation if Mbaadaaadaad  ,),()(=)(  and  . Throughout the article,

we use the condition Mcbacbacba  ,,,=  and  , and this is denoted
by (*). The relationship between usual derivations and Lie ideals of prime rings has been
extensively studied in the last forty years. In particular, when this relationship involves
the action of the derivations on Lie ideals. In 1984, R. Awtar [2] extended to Lie ideals a
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well known result proved by I. N. Herstein [10] which states that ’every Jordan derivation
on a 2-torsion free prime ring is a derivation’. In fact, R. Awtar [2] proved that if ⊈( ) is a square closed Lie ideal of a 2-torsion free prime ring R and RRd : is an

additive mapping such that Uuuuduudud  ),()(=)( 2 , then ),()(=)( vudvuduvd 
Uvu  , . M. Ashraf and N. Rehman [1] studied on Lie ideals and Jordan left derivations

of prime rings. They proved that if RRd : is an additive mapping on a 2-torsion free

prime ring R satisfying Uuuudud ),(2=)( 2 , where U is a Lie ideal of R such that

UuUu  ,2 , then Uvuvudvuduvd  ,),()(=)( . A. K. Halder and A. C. Paul [9]
extended the results of Y. Ceven [6] in Lie ideals. We have generalized the R. Awtar’s [2]
result in semiprime -rings.

2. Jordan Derivation on a Lie Ideal

Definition 2.1 Let M be a -ring and U be a Lie ideal of M . An additive mapping
MMd : is said to be a Jordan derivation on a Lie ideal U of M if

Uuuduuuduud  ),()(=)(  and  .

Example 2.1 Let R be a ring of characteristic 2 having a unity element 1.

Let )(= 1,2 RMM and Γ = . 1. 1 : ∈ ℤ, 2 ∤ .

Then M is a  -ring. Let MRxxxN  }:),{(= .

Now MbaNxx  ),(,),( and 







n

n
,  we have

),(=),(),(),(
n

n
),( anxxnbbnxxnaxx

n

n
babaxx 

















xnaanxbnxbnxbnxxna  2,2(= .),(= Nxnabnxbnxxna 

Therefore, N is a Lie ideal of M .

Example 2.2 Let M be a -ring satisfying the condition (*) and let U be a Lie ideal of
M . Let Ma and  be fixed elements. Define MMd : by

Uxaxxaxd  ,=)(  . Now Uy and  , we have ayxyxayxd  =)( ,

 yaxxa  )( for every Uyx , and  . Therefore MMd : is a derivation

on U .

Example 2.3 Let M be a  -ring and U be a Lie ideal of M . Let MMd : be a
derivation on U . Suppose }:),{(=1 MxxxM  and }.:),{(=1   Define

addition and multiplication on 1M as ),(=),(),( yxyxyyxx  and

).,(=),)(,)(,( yxyxyyxx  Then 1M is a 1 -ring. Suppose }:),{(=1 UuuuU  .

Now 1),(=),(),(=),)(,)(,(),)(,)(,( Uuxxuuxxuuxuxxuxuuuxxxxuu  
for Uuxxu   . Hence 1U is a Lie ideal of .1M If we define a mapping
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11: MMD  on 1U by ))(),((=)),(( ududuuD . Then it is clear that D is a Jordan

derivation on 1U which is not a derivation on 1U .

Lemma 2.1 Let M be a -ring and U be a Lie ideal of M such that UuUuu  ,
and  . If d is a Jordan derivation on U of M, then Ucba  ,, and  , , the
following statements hold:

(i) )()()()(=)( adbbdaabdbadabbad   .

(ii) abdaabdaabadabadabaabad  )()()()(=)( 
)()( adbaadba   In particular, if M is 2-torsion free and satisfies the

condition (*), then

(iii) )()()(=)( adbaabdaabadabad   .

(iv) )()()()()(=)( cdbaabdccbdaabcdcbadabccbad  
)(adbc  .

Proof. Since U is a Lie ideal satisfying the condition   ,, UaUaa . For
)()()(=)(,,, bbaababaabbaUba   and so Uabba  )(  .

Also, Uabbaba   =],[ and it follows that Uba 2 .

Hence   ,,,,,)2(2=4 UcbaUcbacba .

Thus

).()()()(=)()()()(

)()()()()()()()(=

)()()()()()()()(

))()()((=)(

adbabdbdabadbdbbbdadaaad

bdbadbbdaadabbdabdbadaad

bdbbbdadaaadbadbababad

bbaababadabbad













Replacing abba   for b in (i) we get

.)()()()()()(

))()((

adabbaaabbadabbadaabbaad

aabbaabbaad







This implies that

.)()()()()()(

)()()()()()(

)()()()()()()(

adabadbaaadbaabdabdaabad

adbaabdabdaabadaabadbaad

abaabadaadbaabdbdaabaad









This implies that

.)()()()()(

)()()()()()()(

)()()()()()()(

adabadbaaadbaabdabda

abadadbaabdabdaabadaabadbaad

abaabadadabaadbaabdbdaabadabaad
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Now canceling the like terms from both sides we get the required result. Using the
condition (*) and since M is 2-torsion free, (iii) follows from (ii). And finally (iv) is
obtained by replacing ca  for a in (iii).

Lemma 2.2 Let U be a Lie ideal of a 2-torsion free  -ring M satisfying the condition(*)
then }],[:{=)( UMxMxUT   is both a subring and a Lie ideal of M such that

)(UTU  .

Proof. We have U is a Lie ideal of M , so UMU ],[ . Thus ).(UTU  Also we

have )(]),([ UTUMUT  . Hence )(UT is a Lie ideal of M . Now suppose that

)(, UTyx  then Umx ],[ and MmUmy  ,],[  and  . Now

.],[],[=],[ Uymxmyxmyx    Therefore, MmUTyxUmyx  ),(,,],[ 

and  , . Hence ).(UTyx 

Lemma 2.3 Let ⊈ ( ) be a Lie ideal of a 2-torsion free semiprime -ring M
satisfying the condition (*), then there exists a nonzero ideal MUUMK  ],[= of M

generated by ],[ UU such that .],[ UMK 

Proof. First we prove that if 0=],[ UU then )(MZU  , so let 0=],[ UU for Uu
and  , we have Mxxuu 0,=]],[,[  . For all Mz and  , we replace x
by zx in 0=]],[,[ xuu and obtain



















],[],2[=

],[],[]],[,[],[],[]],[,[=

]],[,[]],[,[=

]],[],[,[=

]],[,[=0

zuxu

zuxuzxuuzuxuzuux

zxuuzuxu

zxuzuxu

zxuu





By the 2-torsion freeness of M , we obtain 0.=],[],[   zuxu Now replacing z by xz
, we obtain












],[],[=

],[],[],[],[=

],[],[=0

xuzxu

xzuxuxuzxu

xzuxu



That is, 0.=],[],[   xuMxu Since M is semiprime, 0=],[ xu . This implies that

)(MZu and therefore, )(MZU  is a contradiction. So let 0],[ UU . Then

MUUMK  ],[= is a nonzero ideal of M generated by .],[ UU Let MmUyx  ,,

and  , , we have ).(],[,,],[ UTUmxymyx 

Hence ).(],[],[=],[ UTmxymyxmyx   
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Also we can show that, )(],[ UTyxm  and therefore, we obtain .],],[[ UMUU 

That is, MtsmUtsmyx  ,,,],],],],[[[[  and .

Hence ).(]],],],[[],[],[],[],[ UTtmmyxsyxmssyxmsmyx   

Since )(],[],[,],[,],[ UTyxmsyxssmyx   .

Thus we have, MtsmUtsyxm  ,,,],],[[   and . Hence .],[ UMK 

Lemma 2.4 Let ⊈ ( ) be a Lie ideal of a 2-torsion free semiprime  -ring M
satisfying the condition (*) and Ua . If   ,{0},=aUa then 0=aa and

there exists a nonzero ideal MUUMK  ],[= of M generated by ],[ UU such that

UMK ],[ and {0}.== KaaK 

Proof. If ,,{0},=   aUa then Mmamaaa 0,=],[   and . Thus,
by using (*)

.=

=

)(=0

aamaamaaa

aamaaamaaa

aamamaaa










Since 0=aaa  , we have 0.=)()( aamaa  Since M is semiprime, 0.=aa Now

we obtain UuMmKkaumaka  ,,0,=],[   and .,,,  Therefore, by

using (*) and {0}.=aUa 

.=

=

)(=0

aumaka

auakmaaumaka

auakmmaka









So we obtain, 0.=],[ aakmaka   This implies that 0=)( akaakmaka  

and hence 0.=akamakaaakmaka   By using (*) and 0=aa , we
obtain, 0.=)()( akamaka  Since M is semiprime, 0.=aka  Thus we find that

0.=)()( kaMka   Hence Kkka 0,= , that is {0}.=Ka Similarly we obtain
{0}=aK .

Lemma 2.5 Let ⊈ ( ) be a Lie ideal of a 2-torsion free semiprime  -ring M
satisfying the condition (*). Let Uba , and  , .

(i) If {0}=aUa  , then 0=a .

(ii) If {0}=Ua (or {0})=aU , then 0=a .

(iii) If UuUuu  , and {0}=bUa  then 0=ba and  0,=ab .
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Proof. (i) By Lemma 2.4, we have {0}=],[= aMUUMaK    and .0= aa

Therefore, Myx  , and ,,  we obtain:

.2=

=

=

],[],[=

],[=

]],],[[=0

ayaxa

ayaxaayaxa

ayaxaayaaxayxaaayaxa

ayaaxayaxa

ayaaxxa

ayaxa






















By the 2-torsion freeness of M , we have 0=ayaxa  . Thus we obtain,

0.=axayaxa  By using (*), we have 0.=)()( axayaxa  This implies that
0.=)()( axaMaxa  Since M is semiprime Mxaxa 0,= and  , .

Again using the semiprimeness of M ,we obtain 0.=a

(ii)If {0}=Ua , then  {0}),=aUa , therefore by(i), we obtain 0=a .

Similarly, if {0}=aU , then 0=a .

(iii) If {0}=bUa  , then we have {0}=)()( abUab  and hence by (i),

 0,=ab . Also {0}=)()( baUba  if {0}=bUa  and hence 0.=ba

Definition 2.2 Let M be a 2-torsion free semiprime  -ring satisfying the condition(*)
and U be a Lie ideal of M. Let D be a Jordan derivation on U of M. Then Uba  , and
 , we define )()()(=),( bdabadbadbaG   .

Lemma 2.6 Let M be 2-torsion free semiprime  -ring satisfying the condition (*) and U
be a square closed Lie ideal of M. Let d be a Jordan derivation on U of M . Then

Ucba  ,, and  , , the following statements hold.

(i) 0;=),(),( abGbaG  

(ii) ),(),(=),( cbGcaGcbaG   ;

(iii) ),(),(=),( caGbaGcbaG   ;

(iv) ).,(),(=),( baGbaGbaG  

Remark 2.1 d is a derivation on U of M if and only if UbabaG  ,0,=),( and  .

Remark 2.2 If U is a commutative Lie ideal of M, then by Lemma 2.3 ).(MZU  In this

situation, we have seen that UbabaG  ,0,=),( and  which is obtained from
Lemma 2.1(i). So, we proved our main result for admissible Lie ideal of M.

Lemma 2.7 Let M be 2-torsion free  -ring satisfying the condition(*) and U be a square
closed Lie ideal of M. If d is a Jordan derivation on U of M. Then
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UubabaGubabaubaGi  ,,0,=),(],[],[),()(   and  ,

UubabaGubabaubaGii  ,,0,=),(],[],[),()(   and  ,

UubabaGubabaubaGiii  ,,0,=),(],[],[),()(   and  , .

Proof. (i) For any Uuba ,, and  ,, , we have by using Lemma 2.1(iv)

).(4)(4)(4

)(4)(4)(4=

))(2)(2)(2)((2=

)4(4=

baduabbaudabbauabd

abdubaabudbaabubad

bauababubad

bauababubadW













On the other hand by using Lemma 2.1(iii)

)).()(

)()()()(

)()()()(4(=

)(4)(4

)(4)(4)(4)(4=

))(4())(4(=

))(4)(4(=

bdauabbaduab

baudabbauadbbauabdadbuba

abdubaabudbaabubdaabubad

bdauabbauadb

bauabdadbubaabubdaabubad

bauabdabubad

bauababubadW






















Equating two expressions for W and canceling the like terms from both sides, we get

)).()()()(

)()()()(4(

))()()()(4(

bdauabbaduabbauadbbauabd

adbubaabdubaabubdaabubad

baduabbauabdabdubaabubad









This gives

0.=))()()()(

)()()()(

)()()()(4(

bdauabbaduabbaduabadbuba

abdubaabdubabauadbbauabd

bauabdabubdaabubadabubad









This implies that

0.=)))()()(())()()((

))()()(())()()(4((

bdabadbaduabadbabdabduba

bauadbabdabdabubdabadbad







Now using the Definition 2.2 and 2-torsion freeness of M , we obtain

0.=),(),(),(),( baGuababGubabauabGabubaG   

This implies that

.,,,,,0,=),(],[],[),(    UubabaGubabaubaG
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If we consider

)4(4= bauababubadW   and )4(4= bauababubadW  

for (ii) and (iii) respectively and proceeding in the same way as in the proof of (i) by the
similar arguments, we get (ii) and (iii).

Lemma 2.8 Let U be an admissible Lie ideal of a 2-torsion free semiprime  -ring M
and let Uba , . If   ,,0,= Uuaubbua , then aubbua  =0= .

Proof. Let Ux and  be any elements. Using the relation
  ,,0,= Uuaubbua repeatedly, we get

).()4(=

)(4=

)(4=

))(4(=

))(4(=

)()4(=)()4(

buaxbua

buaxbua

bubxaua

bubxaua

buaxaub

buaxaubbuaxbua
















This implies, 0=))()8(( buaxbua  . Since M is 2-torsion free,
0.=)()( buaxbua  Therefore, 0.=)()( buaUbua  Thus by Lemma 2.5, we

get 0.=bua  Similarly, it can be shown that 0.=aub 

Corollary 2.1 Let M be a 2-torsion free semiprime  -ring satisfying the condition(*)
and U be an admissible Lie ideal of M. If d is a Jordan derivation on U of M. Then

  ,,,,, Uuba

.0=),(],)[(0;=],[),()(0;=),(],)[(

0;=],[),()(0;=),(],)[(0;=],[),()(

baGubavibaubaGvbaGubaiv

baubaGiiibaGubaiibaubaGi








Proof. Applying the result of Lemma 2.8 in that of Lemma 2.7, we obtain these results.

Lemma 2.9 Let M be a 2-torsion free semiprime  -ring satisfying the condition (*) and
U be an admissible Lie ideal of M. Let d be a Jordan derivation on U of M. Then

  ,,,,, Uuba

0=),(],)[(0;=],[),()(

0=),(],)[(0;=],[),()(

baGuyxivyxubaGiii

baGuyxiiyxubaGi








Proof. (i)  If we substitute xa  for a in the Corollary 2.1 (v), we get

0=],[),(   bxaubxaG 

This implies

0.=],[),(],[),(],[),(],[),(   bxubxGbaubxGbxubaGbaubaG 
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Thus by using Corollary 2.1 (v), we have

0=],[),(],[),(   baubxGbxubaG  .

Thus, we obtain

)],[),(()],[),((   bxubaGubxubaG

  ],[),(],[),(= baubxGubxubaG = 0.

Hence, by Lemma 2.5(i), we get

0=],[),(   bxubaG

Similarly, by replacing yb  for b in this result, we get

0=],[),(   yxubaG

(ii) Proceeding in the same way as described above by the similar replacements
successively in Corollary 2.1 (vi), we obtain

   ,,,,,,0,=),(],[ UuyxbabaGuyx

(iii) Replacing   for  in (i), we get

0=],[),(    yxubaG

This implies
0=)],[],([)),(),((   yxyxubaGbaG 

Therefore

0.=],[),(],[),(],[),(],[),(   yxubaGyxubaGyxubaGyxubaG 

Thus by using Corollary 2.1 (vi), we get
0.=],[),(],[),(   yxubaGyxubaG 

Thus, we obtain

)],[),(()],[),((   yxubaGuyxubaG

  ],[),(],[),(= yxubaGuyxubaG = 0.

Hence, by Lemma 2.5(i), we obtain 0.=],[),(   yxubaG

(iv) As in the proof of (iii), the similar replacement in (ii) produces (iv).

Lemma 2.10 ([8], Lemma 3.6.1) Every semiprime  -ring contains no nonzero nilpotent
ideal.

Corollary 2.2 ([8], Corollary 3.6.2) Semiprime  -ring has no nonzero nilpotent element.

Lemma 2.11 ([8], Lemma 3.6.2) The center of a semiprime  -ring does not contain any
nonzero nilpotent element.
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Theorem 2.1 Let M be a 2-torsion free semiprime  -ring satisfying the condition(*)
and U be an admissible Lie ideal of M . If MMd : is a Jordan derivation on U ,
then d is a derivation on U of M .

Proof. Let Uuyba ,,, and  , . Then by Lemma 2.9 (iii) , we get

  ]),,([]),,(2[ ybaGuybaG   ]),,([)),(),(2(= ybaGubaGyybaG 

  ]),,([),(2]),,([)(2),(= ybaGubaGyybaGuybaG  = 0.

Since Uuy 2 and UuybaMbaG  ,,,,),( and .,  Hence, by Lemma

2.5(i), 0=]),,([  ybaG , where UybaMbaG  ,,,),( and .,  Therefore,

)(),( MZbaG  , the center of M . Now, let Ux and .,  Then, we have

0,=],[),(],[),(   yxbaGuyxbaG by using Lemma 2.9(ii).

Thus by using Lemma 2.5(i)

0.=],[),(   yxbaG (1)

Similarly, we get 0,=),(],[),(],[ baGyxubaGyx   by using Lemma 2.9(i).

Now by Lemma 2.5(i), we get

0.=),(],[ baGyx   (2)

Similarly, by Lemma 2.9(iv), we have 0=],[),(],[),(   yxbaGuyxbaG . By

Lemma 2.5(i), it follows that

0.=],[),(   yxbaG (3)

Also, by Lemma 2.9(iii), we have 0.=),(],[),(],[ baGyxubaGyx   Hence by

Lemma 2.5(i), we get

0.=),(],[ baGyx   (4)

Thus, we have

.)](,[),(]),([),()],([),(=

)]),([)](,[)],([(),(=

)))()(())()(()((),(=

))()()()()()((),(=

)),(),((),(=

)),(),((),(=),(),(2






















bdabaGbadbaGbadbaG

abdadbbadbaG

bdaabdbadadbabbadbaG

adbabdabdbdabadbadbaG

abGbaGbaG

baGbaGbaGbaGbaG










Since Mbdad )(),( , so by using Lemma 2.9(i), we get

0.=)](,[),(=]),([),(   bdabaGbadbaG
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Thus

).],([),(=),(),(2   badbaGbaGbaG (5)

Adding (3) and (4), we obtain 0.=),(],[],[),( baGyxyxbaG    Then by Lemma

2.1 )(i with the use of (3), we have

)).,((],[)],([),(2],[)),((=

)),((],[)],([),(),()],([],[)),((=

)),(],[],[),((=0

baGdyxyxdbaGyxbaGd

baGdyxyxdbaGbaGyxdyxbaGd

baGyxyxbaGd

















Since )(),( MZbaG  and therefore ).],([),(=),()],([   yxdbaGbaGyxd

Hence, we get

)).,((],[],[)),((=)],([),(2 baGdyxyxbaGdyxdbaG    (6)

Then from (5) and (6) we have

)).,((],[],[)),((=

)],([),(2=),(),(4

baGdbababaGd

badbaGbaGbaG










Thus we obtain

).,()),((],[),(),(],[)),((),(

=),(),(),(),(4

baGbaGdbabaGbaGbabaGdbaG

baGbaGbaGbaG










Since by (1) and (2), 0=),()),((],[),( baGbaGdbabaG   and

0.=),(],[)),((),( baGbabaGdbaG  

So, we get

0.=),(),(),(),(4 baGbaGbaGbaG  

Therefore, 0.=),()),(4( 3 baGbaG   Since M is 2-torsion free, so we have

0=),()),(( 3 baGbaG  

But, it follows that ),( baG is a nilpotent element of the  -ring M . Since by Lemma
2.11, the center of a semiprime  -ring does not contain any nonzero nilpotent element, so
we get UbabaG  ,0,=),( and . It means that, d is a derivation on U of M .
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